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Maths 
In Maths we will be focusing on: 

 
 

English 
 

We are beginning the year by studying 
Rose Blanche. The children will be 
writing predictions, descriptions and diary entries.  
We will study the author’s careful use of language and 
focus heavily on the main character’s experience in 
the story.  

 
The second book we will be studying this term is Cloud 
Busting. The children will create a play-script and a 
pair of letters with contrasting formality.  
 
 

   P.E 
6 Cedar have PE on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.  They will be out-

doors, weather permitting! 

Foundation subjects  
 
 
 
 

 

Year 6 notices 

Break time snack—we highly recommend packing a 

snack for your child as the timings for lunch differ 

slightly to normal meaning that your child may be 

more hungry by the time lunchtime arrives.  

Please make sure their snack (fruit or vegetables) is 
in their bags not lunch boxes.  

 

 
 

Day of the 
Week 

Home-
work 

Things to 
remem-

ber  

Reading 
books 

Monday     Bring 

Tuesday   PE Kit/ 
Forest 
school 

kit 

Bring 

Wednesday  PE Kit  Bring 

Thursday     Bring 

Friday Bring in   Bring  



Reading Schemes and Books 
 
In Year 6, children continue to use the Accelerated Reader scheme that they have been using for the     
past few years.  
 
In order to change reading books, due to the new measures in school, we ask for them to be brought in every Friday and they will 
get a new reading book every Monday. They need to record their reading in their new reading records and bring them in with their 
books. It would be great if you could listen to your child reading multiple times during the week. This will allow them to build reading 
fluency and discuss any tricky words that they found when reading.  
 
Focus on the following when reading–  
 Slow reading speed down, taking note of punctuation  
 Tracking the sentence with a finger to avoid missing lines out 
 Re-reading a sentence if it didn’t make sense 
 Asking for help with any words they don’t understand the meaning of 

Homework  
 

 Homework is given out every FRIDAY and is to be brought in the following FRIDAY. 

Children will receive—maths and SPAG. We will also begin sending reading homework in the coming weeks. 

There will be time on a Friday for children to ask about any questions they found tricky. 

 Children will be asked to write the relevant pages on the inside cover of each book. 

Children can also supplement this work by using Time Table Rockstars. 

https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school   

Star of the Week 
 

We are going to also start handing out ‘Star of the Week’ booklets for children to complete at home and bring in. We will celebrate their achievements as 
a class during our circle time.  


